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Abstract: Project Planning and Control (PPC) problems with stochastic job processing times belong to
the problem class of Stochastic Resource-Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling Problems (SRCMPSP).
A practical example of this problem class is the industrial domain of customer-specific assembly
of complex products. PPC approaches have to compensate stochastic influences and achieve high
objective fulfillment. This paper presents an efficient simulation-based optimization approach to
generate Combined Priority Rules (CPRs) for determining the next job in short-term production
control. The objective is to minimize project-specific objectives such as average and standard deviation
of project delay or makespan. For this, we generate project-specific CPRs and evaluate the results
with the Pareto dominance concept. However, generating CPRs considering stochastic influences is
computationally intensive. To tackle this problem, we developed a 2-phase algorithm by first learning
the algorithm with deterministic data and by generating promising starting solutions for the more
computationally intensive stochastic phase. Since a good deterministic solution does not always lead
to a good stochastic solution, we introduced the parameter Initial Copy Rate (ICR) to generate an
initial population of copied and randomized individuals. Evaluating this approach, we conducted
various computer-based experiments. Compared to Standard Priority Rules (SPRs) used in practice,
the approach shows a higher objective fulfilment. The 2-phase algorithm can reduce the computation
effort and increases the efficiency of generating CPRs.

Keywords: simulation-based optimization; stochastic project scheduling; genetic algorithm; discrete
event simulation; composite priority rules

1. Introduction

One of the challenges in industrial environments is the handling of a large number of product
variants [1] (p. 46). In production, this trend is accompanied by shorter product life cycles and
smaller batch sizes with simultaneously increased demands on the objective such as shorter delivery
times [2] (p. 5). Short delivery times play a decisive role for the customer [3] (pp. 25–26). The resulting
shorter time for product development as well as the prototype character of the products lead to
an increase in fuzzy and missing process parameters. These circumstances result in additional
requirements for Project Planning and Control (PPC), especially in complex assembly processes that are
characterized by human work. Stochastic influenced job processing times are inherent in the process
due to human error [4] (p. 31) and will therefore continue to exist in the future. Representative examples
of the characteristics mentioned above include the final assembly of customer-specific machine tools
and printing machines. An example for job processing time deviations in the considered industry is
shown in Figure 1. In addition, each project has its own objectives. At present, neither centrally acting
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Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) with integrated Advanced Planning and Scheduling Systems
(APS-Systems) [5] (pp. 63–64) nor decentrally used Simple Priority Rules (SPRs, e.g., FIFO (First In–First
Out)) can be used to control these requirements [6] (p. 8).
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Figure 1. Example of job processing time deviations for a type representative in individual
furniture assembly.

In sequence control performed by MES and APS, production follows a deterministic schedule
that defines the next job [7] (p. 392). For the industrial domain under consideration, this approach is
only suitable to a limited extent, since permanent rescheduling is necessary due to the fuzzy process
parameters. Due to the lack of feedback on the processing status of individual work packages [8]
(pp. 80–81), it is not clear whether a schedule is still valid or not. In short, the schedule can be obsolete
after release. Furthermore, the necessary input of master and transaction data is often insufficient [9].
Sequencing with Priority Rules (PRs) means that a priority (e.g., shortest processing time) is assigned to
each job. The priority determines the next job [10] (p. 111). However, the effect of SPRs on the objective
values cannot be predicted in a dynamic production environment [11]. Moreover, project-specific
objectives are not explicitly taken into account. Promising approaches consist in the combination of
priority rules, the so-called Combined Priority Rules (CPRs). Here, different job attributes are combined,
and thus, a priority index is calculated for determining the next job. In project manufacturing,
CPRs are rarely used for decentralized control. On the one hand, the time for generation is very high;
on the other hand, approaches for project-specific objectives are rare. In this paper, we take up the
challenge of computational time for the generation of CPRs and develop a concept for project-specific
objective fulfillment under stochastic influences.

In the presented paper, we generate project-specific CPRs by combining different individual
job attributes with a weighted sum approach. These CPRs are assigned to the project jobs and used
for short-term project scheduling. The proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA) used as a hyper-heuristic
optimizes weight allocation of these individual attributes. For this purpose, we generate the CPRs by
iterative simulation and evaluate the results with the Pareto dominance concept. Since the resulting
optimized CPRs in deterministic condition do not necessarily lead to good results under stochastic
conditions, we propose a 2-phase algorithm to determine the CPRs. The first phase serves to explore the
solution space and to select the best individuals for the second stochastic phase. We validate the concept
with computer-aided experiments on a software platform developed especially for this problem. As a
simulation method, we use discrete event simulation combined with the theory of simulation-based
optimization. Within the scope of the paper, we perform experiments on computation time and
performance of the algorithm. In the context of the paper, we address the following research questions:
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• Is it possible to improve mean value and standard deviation of project individual objectives by
applying the generated CPRs?

• Is it possible to save computation time with the 2-phase algorithm?

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the state-of-the-art
literature related to the possibilities of the automated generation of CPRs. Section 3 contains the model
description. In Section 4, we describe the developed 2-phase algorithm. Furthermore, we present
the developed software framework for experiment execution. In Section 5, we run experiments to
investigate the computation time and performance of the approach. Section 6 provides a summary
and outlook.

2. State-of-the-Art

2.1. Problem Definition: RCMPSP

The basic model of resource-constrained multi-project scheduling problem (RCMPSP) was
developed by Pritsker et al. [12], Lova et al. [13], and Confessore et al. [14], among others. Based on the
work by Confessore et al. [14], Homberger [15] (pp. 556–567) formulated some extensions with regard
to decentralized control and developed a benchmark library [16] based on this model. The so-called
Multi-Project Scheduling Problem Library (MPSPLIB) is a library with 140 different models differing
in number of resources, projects, jobs, and network character. Solutions can be uploaded and
checked for feasibility. The MPSPLIB is based on models of the Project Scheduling Problem Library
(PSPLIB, [17]) which considers the RCPSP. The models differ mainly in terms of the number of projects
(|I| = 2, . . . , 20) and the number of jobs (|Ji| = 30, . . . , 120). Furthermore, there are differences
regarding the number of different instances of the individual projects (iz = 1: all projects have the
same instances; iz = 2: each project has an individual instance). For mathematical modelling of the
basic problem of the decentral resource constrained multi-project scheduling problem (DRCMPSP) [15]
(pp. 556–557), the problem is briefly described as follows: A set of projects with individual objective
functions has to be controlled in parallel in a production system. The production system consists of local
(only used by project i) and global renewable resources (used by all projects |I|). Each project consists of
a set of jobs with precedence constraints. The processing times of the jobs on the resources are stochastic.
At the time of sequencing, only the expected value of the distribution and the coefficient of variation
are known. The projects use both local and global renewable resources. Other project properties
concern the earliest start time and due date. As Blasewicz et al. [18] proved, the resource-constrained
project scheduling problem as a generalization of the job shop problem is one of the NP-hard
(non-deterministic polynomial-time hardness) optimization problems. As a generalization of the
resource-constrained project scheduling problem, the resource-constrained multi-project scheduling
problem with specific extensions of the process time variations considered in this paper thus belongs
to the NP-hard optimization problems [19] (p. 153). Exact procedures that lead to optimal results are
largely suitable for generating benchmark solutions [20] (p. 149). The number of calculation steps and
thus the calculation time increase with the problem size [21] (p. 38). Already from 60 jobs on, most
problems cannot be solved with exact methods [22]. For practical problems, which usually involve
considerably more jobs, heuristics are therefore indispensable in order to achieve good results in a
shorter computation time. The application of the theory of simulation-based optimization, coupled
with heuristics, is also more appropriate for complex models if complex relationships cannot be
described simply with the help of mathematical formulas. Furthermore, the advantage is the clarity
of simulation models (step-by-step event handling by discrete event simulation), which leads to a
higher acceptance than with mathematical optimization models [21] (p. 30). For this reason, we use
discrete event simulation as a simulation method. There are many software frameworks. With many
of these software frameworks, the job-shop problem can be mapped. For modelling project scheduling
problems, however, a high effort of customization is necessary.
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2.2. Approaches for Decentralized Control of RCMPSP

In contrast to deterministic optimization, at least one parameter in stochastic optimization is
subject to random events [23] (p. 45). Solutions, e.g., schedules or PRs, generated under deterministic
conditions may be invalid in the stochastic environment [24] (p. 2); [10] (p. 111); [25] (pp. 21–23).
The suitable methods for solving the stochastic optimization problem depend mainly on the dimension
of the stochastic influences [19] (p. 249). If stochastic influencing variables can only be described
by random variables, methods of stochastic optimization are suitable for scheduling [26] (p. 160).
With a static approach, the PRs do not change during the observation period. In contrast, in a
dynamic approach, the PRs are adapted during the production process. Thus, we focus on stochastic
optimization with a static approach of PR since in the case study of the customized assembly of complex
large products the job processing times are characterized by random variables of a logarithmic normal
distribution and there are no possibilities for adaption of the PR during production.

PRs such as CPRs are suitable for the considered problem domain with similar functionality
and application as SPRs. Simply stated, CPRs are attributes calculated according to a rule from the
information on the product, process, resource, and system. The result of the calculation determines
the job priority in the queue. A comprehensive review about CPRs and hyper-heuristics is given
by Branke et al. [10]. Their paper proposes a taxonomy and guidelines for designing CPRs. As a
hyper-heuristic, GAs or neuronal networks are mostly used. Multi-objective algorithms, such as the
NSGA-III [27], are not used in the literature.

There are a lot of PPC approaches using CPRs for production control. The majority of
existing approaches using CPRs focus on job-shop problems [10] (pp. 110–111), which are in
general less complex (e.g., less complex precedence constraints and disjoint resources) compared
to resource-constrained project scheduling problems (RCPSP). Kück et al. [28] developed a method
based on real-time data to adapt the control model based on CPRs. For this purpose, a simulation
is permanently carried out at the same time as actual production. If changes or disturbances occur,
the simulation model and consequently the control model are adapted. Permanent data availability
is necessary for concept implementation. Grundstein et al. [29] presented an approach to maintain
planning reliability while simultaneously taking advantage of the benefits of autonomous control.
Central planning provides information such as start and end times. Sequential decision trees determine
job release, sequencing, and resource allocation. In addition to the information provided by central
planning, these decision trees depend on extensive information on system status in production.
Moreover, this concept requires an extensive database which is not available yet.

Decentralized approaches for solving the project scheduling problem focus mainly on agent-based
auction and negotiation approaches [30] (pp. 695–704). Only Chand et al. [31] solves the control
problem of project manufacturing with CPRs in a stochastic environment. Chand et al. [31] considers
the stochastic RCPSP. Project-specific objectives are not considered. Hildebrandt et al. [32] also points
out that a Pareto optimization (multi-criteria) is hardly considered.

Strategies that are mainly used in shop-floor production can also be implemented in
project-oriented production and vice versa. In contrast with shop floor manufacturing with machines
as the main resource, project controlled environments with human resources have less sophisticated
data. Thus, it should not be assumed in such environments. While automatically generated CPRs
are widely used in job-shop scheduling [10], applications of automatically generated CPRs for
the solution of the RCPSP [31] and especially for the solution with a decentralized control of the
stochastic RCPSP are rather rare in the literature. We can only guess the reasons for this: while the
job-shop environment is traditionally stochastic, the RCPSP environment is also increasingly stochastic
(Section 1). Classical solutions for RCPSP by generating a baseline schedule are no longer effective,
and the interest in scheduling without a baseline schedule increases. One possibility for efficient
scheduling without a baseline schedule are those CPRs. The challenge consists in the project-specific
fulfilment of different individual objectives under stochastic influences.
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2.3. Reducing Computation Time for Generating CPRs

Branke et al. [10] describe the challenge of computation time for CPRs in their work. We draw
the following conclusions for our presented work: while sequencing with CPRs is comparatively fast,
generating CPRs with hyper-heuristics (e.g., with evolutionary algorithm) is often very computationally
intensive. If stochastic values are to be used as recommended during the generation of the CPRs
(so-called training phase), the computational effort increases further. A first possibility to reduce
computational effort is the representation of CPRs (Figure 2). The grammar-based tree representation
is a composition of individual components to a configurable function based on mathematical operators.
This representation has in theory no fixed length and is suitable for larger computational budgets [33].
The advantage of this representation is a large search space which fits the large computational
budget [34]. Another variant is parameter-based representation, which is a configurable function with
a defined format. The defined format means a fixed length and thus a calculable computational effort
but, at the same time, a smaller search space.
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A further method to reduce computational effort is the generation of an optimized initial
population, which is currently of minor interest [35]. Most researchers generate the initial population
randomly (e.g., Werner [36]; Hildebrandt et al. [32]; Nguyen et al. [37]). Compared to a randomly
generated population, the algorithm converges later than with an optimized diverse population.
Thus, a decrease of simulation effort will be evolved with an optimized initial population. An approach
for improvement consists for example in the use of existing PRs to form the initial population
(e.g., Nguyen et al. [38]; Omar et al. [39]). However, research potential for the generation of good initial
solutions is an ongoing issue which we address in our paper.

2.4. Contribution and Motivation

Based on the above study on the use of CPRs in project control, some of the differences in
this paper compared to existing research are the following points:

• We consider the use of CPRs for short-term production control in an SRCMPSP environment.
The CPRs are assigned to each project.

• We perform a Pareto optimization [40] (pp. 197–199) with the NSGA-III on project level, where the
mean and standard deviation of delay and makespan of a single project are considered to evaluate
the generated CPRs.

• A deterministic and stochastic optimization phase takes place for reducing computational effort.
For the selection of deterministic solutions, we introduce the parameter Initial Copy Rate (ICR),
which indicates how many solutions are copied and how many are randomized.

• We developed a software framework for generating CPRs and compared results with several
different PRs.
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3. Model Extensions of the Stochastic RCMPSP

In order to achieve the requirements of the project-specific objectives, a Pareto optimization is
aimed as the multi-objective optimization method (minimize( f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fz f (x)) with z f > 2
objective functions fy).

Due to the stochastic influences, it is necessary to evaluate the individual objective values with
statistical parameters. A stochastic scenario n is a realized random number of a specific distribution
for job processing times (Section 2.1). The mean value and the standard deviation are considered.
The mean value is an indicator for optimality of the solution. The standard deviation is an indicator
for the robustness of the solution. A low standard deviation means that many solutions are close to
the mean value and therefore stochastic influences are better compensated. The following objective
functions are set up for the stochastic scenario.

For measuring the tardiness of project i of scenario n, the project delay PDin is calculated by
Equation (1):

fy = PDin = max
(

0, ω|J|in − f zi

)
(1)

where ω|J|in is the scheduled finish time of the last job j of project i of the stochastic scenario n and f zi
is the determined finish time of project i.

Another objective value is the makespan MSin, which is calculated by Equation (2):

fy = MSin =
(

ω|J|in − α1in

)
(2)

where α1in is the starting time of the first job j of project i of the stochastic scenario n. The following
objective functions are set up for statistic evaluation of the stochastic scenarios. Equation (3) calculates
the mean of project delay M_PDi of |N| stochastic scenarios:

fy = M_PDi =
1
|N| ∑

n∈N
PDin (3)

Equation (4) calculates the deviation of project delay M_PDi of |N| stochastic scenarios:

fy = STD_PDi =

√
1
|N| ∑

n∈N
(PDin −M_PDi)2 (4)

The corresponding statistical objective values for makespan MSi are calculated in the same way
as Equations (3) and (4) (STD_MSi; M_MSi). Statistical parameters for each objective value are
assigned individually (STD_ or M_) or in combination (STD_ and M_), so that, in total, six objective
functions are considered. For the objective makespan, the objective functions are given as an example.
Minimize the average makespan of individual projects M_MS as in Equation (5):

f = M_MS = (M_MSi, . . . , M_MS|I|)→ min (5)

Minimize the standard deviation makespan of individual projects STD_MS using Equation (6):

f = STD_MS = (STD_MSi, . . . , STD_MS|I|)→ min (6)

Minimize the average and standard deviation of the makespan of individual projects M_STD_MS
using Equation (7):

f = M__STD_MS = (STD_MSi, . . . , STD_MS|I|, M_MSi, . . . , M_MS|I|)→ min (7)
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4. Proposed Algorithm for Generating CPR

4.1. Representation of CPR

As a sequence heuristic (SH), we use the basic approach of CPRs with weighting factors,
the so-called linear representation of CPRs (Figure 2). Job attributes ae are, for example, the expected
processing time or the required completion date. The weightings can be determined either by an expert,
randomly, or by an algorithm. As an extension to previous research work and in order to meet the
requirement of project-specific objective fulfillment, weighting factors pwie are assigned individually
to each project i. Thus, according to the individual objective function fy and project characteristics,
individual job attributes ae can be preferred or disadvantaged.

The considered job attributes ae are summarized in the tuple AA:

AA = (a1, . . . , ae), (8)

with e ∈ E, where e∈ N [1 . . . E]. A project-specific weight set PSWi is defined as follows and has the
same length like AA:

PSWi = (pwi1, . . . , pwie), (9)

with

∑
e∈E

pwie = 1 where pwie∈ R [0, 1] (10)

For each job in a queue, the first step is to calculate the individual job priority according to the
project-specific weight set and job attribute. Formally, the queue is a list of jobs with corresponding job
attributes. Normalizing the values is necessary due to the different dimensions of the job attributes.
After calculating the priority, the next step is sorting the jobs in descending order of priority. The job
with the highest priority is executed next. Calculation of the job priority JPji of job j of project i is done
with the following equation:

JPji (jie, max JIe) = PSWi · AA (jie, max JIe) = ∑
e∈E

pwie ·
ae (jie)

ae (max JIe)
(11)

where with jie is the considered value of attribute ae of the considered job j of project i and max JIe is
the maximum value of attribute ae of all jobs JI in the considered queue. The job attributes considered
were based on locally determined attributes (here, among other things, information is obtained from
the examples in MPSPLIB) and are oriented on the used information of the SPR (e.g., processing time,
due date, starting time, work remain, and cumulative waiting time).

4.2. Two-Phase Genetic Algorithm for Generating CPRs

The parameterization of the weighting set poses a combinatorial problem with a large solution
space. It is not possible to check all individual parameter combinations due to the high computational
effort involved. To handle such large search spaces, evolutionary algorithms such as GAs are
suitable. With regard to the problem of parameterizing the equation for determining job attributes,
the GA corresponds to a hyper-heuristic. Therefore, they are suitable for the problem under
consideration. Parallel computing can shorten computation time, especially in stochastic optimization.
Computation time increases if the stochastic influences are already taken into account during the
training phase. Since there is a correlation between the deterministic and stochastic solutions, we see
potential in the combination of deterministic and stochastic training data for saving computation
time. If the objective is to use this correlation, i.e., to generate a good quality initial population of
solutions for a shorter computation time in the next phase, it is necessary to consider a multitude
of deterministic solutions in the stochastic environment. We investigate the quantity and the best
solutions for this purpose. Within the scope of the present research, a two-phase algorithm is proposed.
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Phase one (Figure 3) starts with an initialization. This means that initial parameters of GA are
selected along with the production model (planning task), and it is possible to define the attributes
used for the CPRs. Next, initial solutions are generated randomly. Random numbers determine the
weightings pwie of the attributes ae. Based on the defined weightings for the respective attributes,
the production is simulated (shop-floor simulation) with deterministic process times. The result is
evaluated, and after a negative check of the stop criterion (unchanged objective values after a defined
number of iterations), the weightings are changed by the GA. This process continues until the stopping
criteria is reached. The result is a set of different weighting variations evaluated with respect to the
objective value. In phase two, the corresponding weighting variants from phase one are firstly selected
with the parameter initial copy rate ICR. An ICR = 0.2 means that the initial solution for stochastic
optimization consists of 20% copied solutions from the first phase. The other 80% are random solutions.
Then, in accordance with the theory of simulation-based optimization, GA adjusts weights until the
stopping criteria is reached. Although the algorithm generated many schedules with different CPRs,
the result is only the CPRs with which the best schedules were generated under stochastic conditions.
Under stochastic conditions, the objective value will be identical when using this CPRs. The result of
the training phase is therefore the result of the test phase.
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In accordance with the research aim of project-specific multi-objective optimization, the differentiated
evaluation of the quality of solutions (solutions are the project-specific weight sets PSWi, in the context
of GA, an individual Ind) is carried out according to the Pareto dominance concept. Assuming two
solution tuples A and B with z f objective functions fy and the goal of minimizing the objective values
( fy(a); fy(b)), solution A dominates solution B if fy (a) ≤ fy (b) applies for y = 1, 2, . . . , z f and for at
least one y fy(a) < fy(b).

Based on this rule, all individuals Ind of a population Pgen of generation gen can be compared
in the current scenario. Non-dominated solutions are elements of a non-dominated solution front
( f ront = 1). Since there are more than one solution in the Pareto front, we aggregate and normalize
the individual objective to an overall objective value as a tiebreaker. The best solution gets the index
Best. The formation of a new population Pgen+1 is carried out with the NSGA-III. The algorithm was
developed for multi-objective problems with z f > 3 objective functions fy. The entire algorithm for
generating the CPRs is called Genetic Algorithm Weighted Sum (GAWS).
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4.3. Overall Concept for Using CPRs and Proposed Software-Framework

The presented concept (Figure 4) for decentralized sequencing is suitable for short-term
sequencing at the operation level. For a short-term horizon, SHs are defined by how individual
jobs are operatively sequenced on the shop floor. The result is therefore not an implemented schedule
by the control system but evolved CPRs that are applied by the control system. The input to generate
the CPRs is therefore a defined project pool with jobs or a predefined time horizon. The definition of the
input is not part of the analysis but is taken as given in medium-term planning (e.g., MRP-II). Based on
a project pool, the proposed algorithm for generating the CPRs is applied. The CPRs are transferred
to production resources and applied for the defined validity period. This process is comparable to
transfer of the production schedule to actual production. Various options are conceivable for technical
implementation: In addition to the transfer to stationary computers at the workstations, the transfer to
mobile devices (smartphones and handhelds) is also possible. A possible technical implementation of
the CPRs with regard to job identification is for example barcode technology. The barcode contains all
information about the projects. The stationary PC or handheld device contains CPRs for determining
job priority. New incoming jobs can thus be added to the queue, and if renewable resources become
available, the next job to be processed can be determined according to the CPRs. Thus, a rough status
regarding finished jobs is known. Moreover, it is possible to share reconfiguration-relevant events
(resource failure, etc.) through feedback and to initiate recalculation of CPRs based on the adjusted
production parameters.

Simulation-Based Central Configuration and Data Storage

Short-Term Decentral Project Control

Abbildung 4

Shop-Floor 
Simulation(deterministic / 

stochastic)

CPR

Sequencing with CPR

Evaluation

Optimization 
(GA)

Feedback (Completion Time, Work in Process)

D
atabase: Sim

ulation D
ata

D
atabase: M

odels

Figure 4. Concept hybrid Project Planning and Control (PPC).

We developed a software framework based on the Python programming language [41]
called PyScOp (Python-Based Scheduling and Optimization Framework) to test the algorithm
when generating the project-specific CPRs [42,43]. The developed software framework covers all
functionalities from model generation to discrete-event simulation-based optimization and evaluation.
To calculate the proposed CPRs in the form of weighting sets, the model is first imported. The standard
format of MPSPLIB is used. The next step is parameterization of the model (definition of project-specific
objectives) and the algorithm (stop criterion, etc.). With subsequent simulation and optimization,
the project-specific CPRs are generated. In addition to the standard function for calculating CPRs,
various options for evaluating the performance of the algorithm itself and the CPRs are integrated,
which largely correspond to the experiments discussed in Section 5. For technical details, please refer
to the method documentation within the software code. The software framework has a graphical user
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interface for simplified use by third parties. Intended tool tips make it easier for the first user to carry
out experiments.

5. Results

5.1. Experiment Design for Concept Evaluation

As mentioned, we use benchmark problems from the MPSPLIB to evaluate the concept. We
carried out preliminary investigations to determine the runtime of an optimization run (Intel® Xenon®

Gold 6136 with 3.00 GHz CPU and 64 GB RAM). The average optimization takes about 12 h (average
from small model |Ji| = 30, |I| = 2 to large model |Ji| = 120, |I| = 5). The number of experiments
must be limited for this runtime. We chose a two-factor plan as the experimental plan for the model
parameters. Each factor is assigned two levels and is combined. The levels should represent a low
and a high level. This type of experimental design is chosen if many factors are to be investigated and
experiments are highly computation intensive. To avoid process-inherent coincidences, the number
of repetitions per single experiment is set to |W| = 10 [44] (p. 630); [45] (p. 593). The selected models
of the MPSPLIB differ in the number of jobs |Ji| = 30 and 120, number of projects |I| = 2 and 5,
and different instances (network character) iz = 1 and 2, so that a total of 8 models M are considered.
The distribution of the process time is considered with cvlognorm = 0.1 and 0.9. Other parameters are
considered to be multifactorial and combined with the mentioned two-factor plan. These parameters
are the objective functions f (6 factor stages) and the initial copy rate ICR (6 factor stages). These
factor combinations are combined with the number of stochastic scenarios |N|. Standard values are
assumed for the genetic operators by Schmidt et al. [43]. The population size is calculated according to
Das et al. [46]. The number of stochastic scenarios for the evaluation of one CPR = GAWS is |N| = 100
(usually, in Freitag et al. [47], |N| = 50, while in Hildebrandt et al. [48], |N| = 100) with n ∈ N.

5.2. Comparing Deterministic and Stochastic Solutions

For the comparison between deterministic and stochastic solutions, a deterministic optimization
is performed first. Afterwards, the generated deterministic solutions ( f = PD and f = MS) are tested
with stochastic values of the scenarios |N|. f = M_PD, f = STD_PD, f = M_MS, and f = STD_MS
are used as objective functions to evaluate the stochastic influences. The maximum number of
generations is gen = 100. The deterministic optimization aborts after gen = 20 generations with an
unchanged objective value. Expamt = 2 · cvlognorm · 8M · 6 f · 10W = 960 experiments were performed.
To evaluate the correlation, the Pearson correlation coefficient r(x, y) is calculated. For this purpose,
the correlation between the deterministic solution (DET) and mean value (M) of the stochastic
solution, the correlation between the deterministic solution and standard deviation (STD) of the
stochastic solution, and the correlation between the mean value (M) and standard deviation (STD) of
the stochastic solution are calculated. The results are shown in Figure 5 as a boxplot diagram and in
Table 1 combined with the mean value and confidence interval ki0.95.

Table 1. Statistical analysis coefficient of correlation.

r(x,y) x ki0.95

DET, M 0.47 ±0.08
DET, STD 0.18 ±0.07

STD, M 0.34 ±0.08

A high correlation exists between the deterministic solution (DET) and the mean value of the
stochastic solution (M). Furthermore, there is a significant correlation between the mean value (M)

and the standard deviation of the stochastic solution (STD). A low correlation exists between the
deterministic solution (DET) and the standard deviation of the stochastic solution (STD). This reinforces
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the statement that deterministic solutions can be suitable as initial solutions for stochastic optimization.
Therefore, setting the parameter initial copy rate ICR is of interest.

DET: PD, MS
M:M_PD; M_MS
STD:STD_PD; STD_MS
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Figure 5. Boxplot correlation between the deterministic (DET) and stochastic (STD, M) solutions.

5.3. Comparing Computation Effort

In order to evaluate whether the simulation effort and thus the computational effort can be
reduced with the presented 2-phase algorithm, a comparison of the simulation effort between the
strategy for generating the initial population and the randomized generation of the initial population
is necessary. The strategy for optimization of the initial population is called copied in the following,
the strategy for the random generation of the initial population is called random. The simulation effort
SAICR to generate the initial population with an initial copy rate of ICR > 0.0 is higher in contrast
to the simulation effort of the randomized population SArand with an initial copy rate of ICR = 0.0.
In order to equate the simulation effort SAICR = SArand, the following assumptions for calculation
of the simulation effort are made and demonstrated using a calculation example: The deterministic
simulation effort SAdet for the first phase of the 2-phase algorithm with pop = 100, generation amount
GAdet = 100, and |W| = 10 repetitions is SAdet = 100,000 (GAdet · pop · |W|). Selection of the 100 best
solutions with respect to the objective value out of 10 repetitions |W| with subsequent stochastic
simulation with |N| = 100 scenarios to generate the stochastic initial population leads to a further
simulation effort of SAinit = 100,000(pop · |N| · |W|) simulations, so that the total simulation effort is
SAICR = 200,000(SAdet + SAinit). To compare the simulation effort, for example, more randomized
solutions can be generated SAinit = SArand = 200pop · 100|N| · 10|W| = 200,000. Another possibility is
to leave the population size pop unchanged at pop = 100 SAinit = 100pop · 100|N| · 10|W| = 100,000
and additionally to perform a generation step GAstoch = 1 within the framework of stochastic
optimization at SAstoch = 1GAstoch · 100pop · 100|N| · 10|W| = 100,000 , so that the simulation effort
with the randomized initial population also corresponds to SArand = 200,000(SAinit + SAstoch). The latter
option was chosen for comparison purposes, since it also uses the mode of action of the genetic algorithm,
which requires a certain calculation time and thus makes the results more comparable. Figure 6 illustrates
the performance of the different strategies for generating the initial population (randomized ICR = 0.0
and copied ICR = 0.2–1.0).
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Figure 6. Example of how the initial copy rate works; worst value: Best = 1.00.

One possibility to evaluate the effectiveness of a copied initial population ICR = 0.2–1.0 is to
compare the objective fulfillment of the best solution Best per experiment (Figure 7). A condensed
evaluation is the relative frequency with which an ICR achieves the best value for the objective value
Best per individual experiment. Of the 96 possible individual experiments (2VarKlognorm · 8M · 6 f ),
a copied initial population (ICR = 0.2–1.0) achieves the best objective value Best in 79.17% of the
individual experiments. In 20.83% of the experiments, a randomized initial population achieves the
best objective value (ICR = 0.0). The initial copy rate of ICR = 0.4 and ICR = 0.6 is more often used
to achieve the best objective value Best (22.5%) than the initial copy rates ICR = 0.2, 0.8, and 1.0(12%).
The following conclusions can be drawn from the distribution of the frequency:

• An optimization of the initial population does not necessarily lead to the best result with respect
to the objective value Best.

• A low and a too high initial copy rate lead less frequently to the best objective value Best.
Therefore, it can be concluded that either too many randomized solutions (ICR < 0.4) or too many
copied solutions (ICR > 0.6) do not sufficiently represent the correlation between deterministic
and stochastic solution and that, therefore, for a diverse initial population, an equal ratio of copied
and randomized solutions is most promising.

The relative saving Bestrel between the copied population (ICR = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0) compared
to the randomized population (ICR = 0.0) is used to evaluate the performance of the initial copy
rate ICR.

A positive value Bestrel means a saving; a negative value Bestrel is a loss. Bestrel% is calculated by
the following:

Bestrel(%) =

(
1− Best(ICR = 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0)

Best(ICR = 0.0)

)
· 100 (12)
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Figure 7. Comparison frequency Best between random and copied initial solutions.

With increasing initial copy rate ICR, the range of the relative saving potential Bestrel increases
(Table 2). From this, it can be concluded that, with initial copy rate ICR, the saving potential Bestrel
fluctuates significantly more and can be predicted less reliably. Thus, the initial copy rate ICR should
be selected in such a way that the savings are maximized on average x̄(%) with a high probability
ki0.95(%). When using the initial copy rate of ICR = 0.2–1.0, better results Bestrel are obtained for 58.3%
(ICR = 1.0) to 69.7% (ICR = 0.4) of the considered individual experiments than with an initial copy
rate of ICR = 0.0. If the best initial copy rate ICRBest was always selected, the results Bestrel will
be better in 79.17% of the individual experiments compared to randomized solutions (ICR = 1.0).
In contrast, the results Bestrel will be worse in 55.2% of the individual experiments if the worst initial
copy rate ICRWorst was selected. The average x̄ best saving Bestrel is achieved with an initial copy
rate ICR = 0.6 (x̄ = 0.42%), and the median x̃ best saving Bestrel is achieved with an initial copy rate
ICR = 0.4 (x̃ = 0.46%). These values should not be regarded as too low, since, as will be examined
in Section 5.4, the overall optimization potential is approximately 4%. With both ICR = 0.4 and
ICR = 0.6, the confidence interval is ki0.95 = ±0.49%. Thus, there is no clear recommendation for the
selection of an initial copy rate ICR, but ICR = 0.4 or ICR = 0.6 should be preferred. The following
experiments uses ICR = 0.6.

Table 2. Relative saving potential initial copy rate for generating the copied population compared to
randomized population.

Statistic 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2–1.0 Best Worst

Ant (%) 66.6 69.7 64.6 62.5 58.3 66.4 79.17 55.2
x (%) 0.28 0.39 0.42 0.26 0.05 0.26 0.66 −0.37
x̃ (%) 0.37 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.32 0.40 0.58 0.22
σ (%) 2.20 2.42 2.40 2.59 3.15 2.55 2.30 3.06

ki0.95(%) ±0.45 ±049 ±0.49 ±0.53 ±0.64 ±0.52 ±0.47 ±0.62

5.4. Evaluation of the Overall Quality of The Algorithm

To evaluate the performance of the overall concept, the objective value of the initial population
is compared with the objective value of the last population of the optimization run. The maximum
number of generations for deterministic and stochastic optimization is gen = 100 with a stop criterion
of gen = 20 generations. The number of experiments is similar to that mentioned in Section 5.3.
Since the results of the repetitions |W| do not differ significantly, |W| is set to |W| = 1 for the next
experiments. With a coefficient of variation of cvlognorm = 0.9, the optimization potential is between
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0–1% in about 50% of the experiments (Figure 8). For the remaining experiments, an optimization
potential between 1–5% is achieved.
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Figure 8. Performance of the genetic algorithm: comparison between best value initial population and
best value last generation of optimization cvlognorm = 0.9.

A higher optimization potential is achieved with a coefficient of variation of cvlognorm = 0.1 (Figure 9).
In about 50% of the experiments, the optimization potential is higher than 5%. It is remarkable that,
in about 15% of the experiments, the optimization potential is between 15–30%. This represents that
the optimization potential decreases with large stochastic influences, which represents that the actual
process time deviates significantly from the expected value and that the solution is highly random.
This corresponds almost to a complete lack of process knowledge so that an online optimization is
probably more effective.
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Figure 9. Performance of the genetic algorithm: comparison between best value initial population and
best value last generation of optimization cvlognorm = 0.1.

If we have a detailed look at the parameters (Figure 10), we see that there is a better improvement
in general for the objective function project delay toward makespan. The model parameters have
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no significant influence. The influence of the coefficient of variation of the distribution is significant.
In the median, an improvement of approximately 4% occurs independently of the parameters.
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Figure 10. Performance of the proposed algorithm depending on the single parameters.

5.5. Comparison with Standard Priority Rules

For evaluation of the presented algorithm, we compare the performance of the PR = GAWS with the
PR = SPR on 25 models M from the MPSPLIB, which essentially differ from the previously considered
models by the instances. The experiments vary with respect to the coefficient of variance cvlognorm and the
objective function f . The parameter initial copy rate ICR is still considered ICR = 0.6. The parameters of
the GA are the same as in Section 5.4. Common SPRs serve as comparison criteria [49,50].

The presented algorithm achieves under stochastic influences without Pareto criterion in 50%
better results than the considered SPR (Figure 11). The second best SPR MWRK (Most Work Remaining)
achieves better results in 12% of the experiments, the third best SPR EDD (Earliest Due Date) achieves
better results in 8% of the experiments, and the fourth best SPR FIFO achieves better results in 6% of
the experiments. The remaining SPRs achieve the best results in 1% on average.

Looking at the three best PRs (GAWS, MWRK, and EDD) in Figure 12, it can be seen that all
three PRs are represented on all ranks, with rank = 1 being the best PR and rank = 20 being the worst
PR. GAWS is 95% among the 10 best PRs (sum of the relative frequency of GAWS from rank = 1
to rank = 10). SPR EDD is among the ten best SPRs in 70% of the experiments (sum of the relative
frequency of EDD from rank = 1 to rank = 5). It is remarkable that the MWRK comes last (rank = 20)
in almost 10% of the experiments.

In the following, the saving potential is quantified if the CPR GAWS ranks first (Table 3).
On average, there is a saving of 3.3% compared to rank = 2 regarding the objective value. Compared to
the average performance, there is a saving of 10.8%, and compared to the worst SPR, there is a saving
of about 25%.

If CPR GAWS does not occupy rank = 1, there is an average loss compared to rank = 1 of −10.6%
regarding the objective value (Table 4). Compared to the medium performance of the other SPRs,
an average saving of 3.63% is still achieved. Comparing CPR GAWS to the worst SPR, an average
saving of 18.9% is achieved. In summary, the presented CPR can achieve an average improvement
over a randomly selected SPR.

For complete evaluation of the presented CPR GAWS, it is necessary to assess the fulfillment of
individual project objectives according to the Pareto criterion (Table 5). For this purpose, the solutions
are divided into solution fronts (Section 4.2). CPR GAWS is on average in 90% of the experiments in
the first front. There are no significant deviations when considering individual parameters. The only
difference shows the parameter instance iz. A performance analysis of the other SPRs shows that no
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SPR dominates another SPR with regard to its occurrence in the first front. The SPR FIFO is often in
the first front. As far as frequency is concerned, no other SPR comes close to the presented CPR GAWS.
This shows the real potential of CPR GAWS.

Figure 11. Performance of the proposed algorithm compared to Standard Priority Rules (SPRs):
MWRK: Most Work Remaining; EDD: Earliest Due Date; FIFO: First In First Out; MAXIS: Maximum
Immediate (Direct) Successors; MAXRR: Maximum Resource Request; LIFO: Last In First Out;
LWRK: Least Work Remaining; CR: Critical Ration; NCR: None Critical Ratio; LDD: Least Due
Date; LWT: Longest Wait Time; MSLK: Minimum Slack; MAXNW: Maximum Total Successors;
MINIS: Minimum Immediate (Direct) Successors; LPT: Longest Processing Time; SWT: Shortest Wait
Time (cumulative); NCR: None Critical Ration; MINRR: Minimal Resource Request.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the performance of the three priority rules.

Table 3. Improvement with GAWS = rank 1.

Comparing GAWS Rank = 1 to

Statistic Rank 2 MW Rank Rank 20

x (%) 3.31 10.82 24.86
x̃(%) 2.66 8.49 17.64
σ (%) 2.88 7.56 20.65
ki0.95 (%) ±0.46 ±1.20 ±3.27
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Table 4. Deterioration with GAWS 6= Rank 1.

Comparing GAWS Rank 6= 1 to

Statistic Rank 2 MW Rank Rank 20

x (%) −10.60 3.63 18.90
x̃(%) −3.22 2.91 14.68
σ (%) 19.15 5.43 15.66
ki0.95 (%) ±3.03 ±0.86 ±2.48

Table 5. Comparison of objective fulfillment with Pareto criterion.

Filter GAWS = 1st Front (%) 2nd Best PR = 1st Front 2nd Best PR = 1st Front (%)

All experiments 91 FIFO 65
cvlognorm = 0.1 95 FIFO 61
cvlognorm = 0.9 88 FIFO 69

M_PD 94 FIFO 74
STD_PD 90 MSLK 42

M_PD_STD_PD 92 FIFO 86
M_MS 92 FIFO 72

STD_MS 82 LWRK 42
M_MS_STD_MS 98 FIFO 88

|I| = 2 89 FIFO 55
|I| = 5 95 MAX_NW 88
|Ji| = 30 95 MAX_NW 64
Ji| = 120 89 FIFO 71

iz = 1 77 FIFO 72
iz = 2 100 MWRK 58

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we present and study a 2-phase genetic algorithm for the efficient generation
of project-specific composite priority rules for short-term production control of the stochastic
resource-constrained multi-project scheduling problem. Computational results with our presented
discrete-event simulation-framework PyScOp show that, with the same simulation effort, the proposed
algorithm achieves better initial solutions compared to complete randomly generated initial solutions
on average. The best initial population is based on half copied best and half randomly selected
solutions. The experiments also show that, with our algorithm, the objective fulfillment compared to
priority rules used in practice is much better. Our solutions are in 90% of the experiments in the Pareto
front. The best priority rule FIFO is in about 65% of the experiments in the Pareto front. All experiments
show that the performance of the algorithm depends on the model parameter.

We see further research in the parameter optimization of the GA to improve the generated
composite priority rules. The computational effort can be further reduced if additional strategies
for generating the initial population are applied. This includes generation of the start solution with
known priority rules or with solutions from similar models. In general, the model-attribute-objective
effects need to be further analyzed in order to set model-dependent parameters that can improve both
computation time and objective values.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

APS Advanced Panning and Scheduling
CDR Composite Dispatching Rule
CPR Composite Priority Rule
CPPS Cyber Physical Production System
GA Genetic Algorithm
GAWS Genetic Algorithm Weighted Sum
ICR Initial Copy Rate
MES Manufacturing Execution System
MPSPLIB Multi-Project Scheduling Library
PPC Project Planning and Control
PSPLIB Project Scheduling Linrary
RCPSP Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
SH Sequencing Heuristic
SPR Simple Priority Rules
SRCMPSP Stochastic Resource Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling Problem
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